MEMORY BYTES
Game Guide

WARNING: Spoilers Ahead!

Levels

Battle the timer on four different levels.
Be sure to match the pairs and beat the timer or you might get a visit from some unfriendly characters.

Asian Level

Forest Level

Graveyard Level

Warehouse Level

Power-ups
Super
Xray

Xray
Xray Power allows you to
reveal the shapes under tiles
through a lense.
Cost:

An Upgrade from the Xray
Power, the Super Cray will
have a larger radius.
Cost:

Ghost
Ghost power attaches a ghost
symbol onto the previous tiles
you clicked.
Cost:

Slow
Time

Slow time allows temporary
Cost:
slowing of the game timer.

Xray Upgrade
Increases the active
duration of Xray.

Xray Max Upgrade

Wave
Gets the boy to create a wave
which reveals the tile symbols
it collides with.
Cost:

Fast Wave Recharge
Decreases the Wave power
recharge time.

Max Wave Upgrade

Increases the active
duration of Xray.

Super
Ghost
An Upgrade from the Ghost
Power, the Super Ghost will
allow you to click more tiles
before expiring..
Cost:

Stop
Time
An Upgrade from the Slow
Time Power, Stop time will
temporarily stop the game
time.
Cost:

Decreases the Wave power
recharge time.

Pair
Combos

Ghost Upgrade
Increases the ghost symbol
visibility time.

Ghost Max Upgrade
Increases the ghost symbol
visibility time.

Time Upgrade

Allows you to greatly increase
your score the more tile pairs
you get in a row

Freeze Time
Single use of the stop time
power. Freeze time for a short
period.
Cost:

Cost:

Double
Bonus

Increases the active
duration of Time powers.

Add a second symbol bonus
to the stage increasing your
symbol bonus chance.

Time Max Upgrade

Cost:

Buy Extra Life
Increase your life count by one.
Cost:

Increases the active
duration of Time powers.
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Bonus Round

Super Bonus Round

Successfully match the symbol pair shown on the bonus
panel, and you will enter the Bonus Round.

If you can finish the stage before the super bonus counter reches zero, then you have an opportunity to enter
the SUPER Bonus Round.

One by one here, you select coins. With any luck you
might score yourself another token or life.

Here you select coins to turn over, but with a much
higher chance to gain rewards than the Bonus Round.
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Game Tips
•

Focus on upgrading particular power-ups instead of
spreading points around.

•

Always get double bonus as soon as possible to
maximise your chance of bonus rounds.

•

Some later grids are not possible without using some
form of time adjustment power up. Keep this in mind when
purchasing upgrades.

•

Buy Freeze Time if you’re only a few seconds away from
completing a level, because you will lose all of your score if
you cannot complete a level in time.

•

Cheats
Important
Note that using any cheats will not allow
you to submit a high score or be eligible for
online competitions.
~sapt

Gain 100 tokens.

~saph

Gain 5 life tokens.

~sap(#)

Change background location.

~sap(#)

Upsize grid from 4 to 6 or 8.
Choose grid size by replaceing (#) with 6 or 8.

Choose location by replacing (#) with 1-4.
This only works before the timer has started.

Don’t do smack.
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